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Abstract 
Let X be an n-element set and 2’ be the family of subsets of X. If&C c 2’ such that for any 
K. K_ F .%‘” K. f K_ it-dim K. ct K. then Wr is ca!!pd a Sn~rtwr wstem Let _M be 8~ ,+_ x g __l’__L-~” ‘__I , __‘ ____=__ _  _I i __‘ _ .____ ” r------ 1, ------’ 
matrix and let X denote the set of columns of M. If A c X, b E X and M contains no two rows 
equal in A but different in b, then we say that A implies b and the closure of A, denoted by 
Z&l), is defined by &F&t) = {b: b E X, A implies b}. We say that an m x n matrix M repres- 
ents a given Sperner system x if .z% = {K E 2’: Y&C) = X, and K is minimal for this 
property}. Let s(,X) = min {m: 3 an m x n matrix M representing .X}. It is well known that this 
parameter plays an important role in database theory. In this paper, we give a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of an m x n matrix M to represent a given Sperner system 
xx. We are then able to obtain some useful results relating to the determination of s(x‘). 
Let X be an n-element set and 2” be the family of subsets of X, x c 2” is called 
a Sperner system, if for any Kr, Kz E 37, K1 # K2 implies K1 $ KZ. Suppose M is 
a matrix and X is the set of columns of M. If A c X, b E X and M contains no two 
rows equal in A but different in b, then we say that A implies b. Define a mapping 
YM : 2x H 2’, such that for each A E 2’, ZM(A) = {u E X: A implies u}. We say that an 
m x n matrix M represents a given Sperner system %C, if 3? = {K E 2’: TM(K) = X, 
and K is minimal for this property). Let s(3) = min{m: 3 an m x n matrix M repres- 
enting %T}. It is well known that this parameter is important in database theory and 
has been studied extensively. In the sequel, we denote the family of all k-element 
subsets of I, by (‘;), where I, = { 1,2, . . , m}. If .X c 2’ is a Sperner system, let 
~4’~’ = (A E 2x: ,333 E 37, B c A and A is maximal for this property} and 
cx-’ = {BE 2’: RAE T’, B c A}. For an m x n matrix M, define c?(M) = {.Eri: 
{i,j} E ($“)}, where Eyj = {x E X: m,,, = m~~,~}. 
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We already have the following results (see [2,6,7,9, lo]). 
1. I%%-l[ + 1 > s(,x), (“‘f’) > Ix- 1 1, i.e. 1x-11 + 19 s(,x) a[(+) 
(1 + ,/-I, where rxl d enotes the smallest integer k x. 
2. s ((+)) = 2, &) = r(i)(I + J-1, ~((~5)) = n, s((:)) = n + 1, 
3. s(($)) = n, if n = 4, 7 or n 2 9, ~((2)) = 7, 5 6 s(($)) < 7, ~((2)) = 9. 
4. (&)n2 < S((“f.2)) < (&2, (l/(1 + l)!)P+ IV3 < ~((~5~)) < (l/Z!)n’. 
We first establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of some kind 
of minimum matrix representation of a Sperner system in what follows. The idea 
comes from [6]. 
Lemma 1. s(X) = min {m: 3 an m x n matrix M with no two rows equal everywhere and 
representing 37 >. 
Proof. If a matrix M represents %? but has two rows equal everywhere, delete one of 
the two rows, we get an (m - 1) x n matrix A? which still represents G$?, so M is not 
minimal. 0 
Lemma 2. An m x n matrix M = (mi,.), i E I,,,, x E X represents a Sperner system 
x # 0 with no two rows equal everywhere iff3?-’ c b(M) c _X-‘. 
Proof. Suppose there exists such a kind of matrix M. By Lemma 1 of [6], for each 
A 6 xx- ‘, there exists {i,j} E (9) such that A c E$. If Eyj # A, take a Y E Eyj - A. 
There exists some K E x, K c {y }uA c E~j:‘j, i.e., E~j = X. Because M has no two 
rows equal everywhere, it is impossible. So A = Eyj and x-l c d(M). Similarly, for 
each E~j E b(M), and each K E Z, K $ Eyj:‘j. SO we can extend E~j to some A E %7’, 
which implies Eyj E g - I. 
Conversely, for each A E SC ‘, as AY- ’ c b(M), there exists (i,j} E ($), A = Eyj, 
i.e., there exist two rows equal in A. From b(M) c &-‘, we know that for each 
K E %, and each {i,j} E ($), K $ E~j, i.e., no two rows equal in K. In view of 
Lemma 1 in [6], M represents K %? # 8 means that X$x-‘. So for each {i,j} I, 
E~j # X, i.e., M has no two rows equal everywhere. i-J 
Theorem 1. There exists an m x n matrix M with no two rows equal everywhere and 
representing x if and only if there exists an injective mapping f: X- ’ w(k), such that 
the graph G = (I,,,, f(.X-‘)) satis$es the following two conditions: 
(1) if (f(A,) = {il, i2}, f(A,) = {i2, i3}, . . . ,f(A,) = (i,, il}) is a circuit in G, then 
flf=l,t+jA, CA. forall 1 <j<s, 
(2) for each {i, j} E &), Ei,j = IJ {fife 1 A!: P = (f (A’;), f (A;), . . . ,f(A$) is a path in 
G connecting i and j} E g-‘. 
Proof. Suppose M is an m x n matrix representing Z? and has no two rows equal 
everywhere. By Lemma 2, xx- ’ c b(M). So for each A E %-I, there exists (i, j} E ($‘) 
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such that A = Eyj. Letf(A) = {i, j}, thenf: xx- ’ ~(2) is an injective mapping. We 
check conditions (1) and (2) as follows. 
(1) if (f(A,) = (il,jl}, f(A,) = {i2,j2}, . . . ,f(A,) = {is,js}) is a circuit in G = 
(I,, f(Z-‘)), and x E flS=l,rzjAt, then from A, = E~i,+~, we have mi,+,,x = 
??li,+,,x = ‘.’ = mi,,, = mi,,x = i71i,,x = ... = mi,,.. so X E Eli,+, = Aj, i.e., 
nZ=l,t+jAt cAj,forl<j<s. 
(2) For each {i, j} E (2) and x E Ei,j, there exists a path 
P = (f(A?)>f(A% . . . ,f(AP,)) 
in G connecting i and j such that x E n)=l A!. Suppose f(Ay) = {iI, iz}, f(A;) = 
{h, i3}, . . . ,f(Af,) = {h,, il,,,}, h = i, ilp , =j, i.e., Ay=EEi2,A;=Eti3, . . . . A[= 
Et,i,“+,. SO mi,,x=mi,,.= ... = mi ,.+, -i.e., x E E$. Thus, Ei,j c Eyj E *Tfxl and _ 
Ei,jE~--‘. - 
For the sufficiency, we may assume that G has no isolated points, i.e., 
U Atz-~f(A) = I,, otherwise, we replace G by G = (tJA,,f-~f(A),f(&‘p ‘)). Define an 
mx n matrix M as follows: for x E X, denote (,X-l), = (A E 37’: x E A}, 
D, = lJAEczX~)J(A). Suppose that the graph G, = (D,, {f(A): A E (,X-l),} has com- 
ponents D,,,, 1 < Y d k,. Let d,,, = min D,,, and for any i E I,, x E X, let 
d 
mi,x = 
x,r, if i E D,,,,l d r 9 k,, 
i, if i#D,. 
We will show that M = (mi,x) represents xx. 
Claim 1. For each {i, j} E ($“), Eyj = Ei,j. 
In fact, if x E Ei,j, then there exists a path P = (f(Ai), . . . ,f(Af’)) in G connect- 
ingiandjsuchthatxEr):P=1ApandAPE(~X-’),,1~t~Ip.SoPisalsoapath 
in G,, i.e., i and j are in the same component D,,, of G,. So mi,x = d,,, = mj,x, i.e., 
x E Erj. SO Ei,j c Eyj. On the other hand, if x E Eyjy then i, j are in the same 
component of G,, i.e., there exists a path P = (f(AT), . . . ,f(Af’)) in G, (also in G) 
connecting i and j, and each Af’ E (,Xp’),, 1 < t d 1,. SO x E nkzl A, c Ei,j, i.e., 
Eyj c Ei,j. SO Ei,j = E~j. 
Claim 2. For each A E .%‘-I, iff(A) = {i, j}, then A = Ei,j, 
In fact, P = (f(A)) is a path in G connecting i and j, so A c Ei,j. On the other hand, 
for each path P = (f (AT), . . . ,f(Af’)) in G connecting i and j, (f(A:), . . . ,f(A$,f(A)) 
is a circuit in G. SO we have nfs, A; c A and Ei,j c A. SO A = Ei,j. 
NOW from Claim 2 and condition (2), we get xx-’ c d(M), b(M) = (Ei,j: 
{i,j> E(k)} c 8-l. B y L emma 2, M represents z?, and M has no two rows equal 
everywhere. [7 
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Remark 1. If there exists on injective mapping f: X- ’ ~(2) such that G = 
(1,,f(~??-~)) satisfies conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 1, and s(X) = m, then G is a 
connected graph. Otherwise, we can assume m - 1, m belong to different components. 
Forany AEX-‘, define p X- ’ H (‘;) as follows: 
f(A) = i {F” 1, b) 
if W(A), 
if f(A) = (m, b). 
It is easy to see that G = (I,,- 1 ,f(X-‘)) satisfies conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 1. 
So we have s(X) 6 m - 1, a contradiction. 
Remark 2. If i E D,,,, we will have d X,r < i. So s(X) = min{m: 3m x n matrix 
M = (mi,,), mi,X E Ii, which has no two rows equal everywhere and represents X}. 
In what follows, we shall call f: X-‘~(2) good, if G = (Z,,f(Z-‘)) satisfies 
conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 1. 
From Theorem 1, we obtain the following corollaries about s(X). 
Corollary 1. If IX-‘l = (T), then s(X) = m if there exists a bijective mapping 
f:~-‘4Ywhthut ifu-(~lM4!M~,)) is a triangle in G = (Im,f(X-‘)), then 
nt"= l,r#.i A, C Aj,fOr 1 <j < 3. 
Corollary 2. If X- ’ is a disjoint family, then s(X) = r(i)( 1 + Jm 1. 
Corollary 3. s(X) < IX-‘I ifs there exists {A,, AZ, . . . , A,} c X-l such that 
r > 3, OF= l ,f+ jAt C Aj, for 1 d j d r, (n:=sAi)U(n;=rAinn4=1Ai) E z-‘, for 1 < 
s<t<r. 
Proof. If s(X) < JX- ’ 1, then by Theorem 1 there exists a good injective mapping 
f: X-~H($), where m = s(X). For G = (Im,f(X-l)), IV(G)/ d [%-‘I = IE(G)I, so 
G must have a circuit (f(A,), . . . ,f(A,)). Thus, r 2 3 and n:= l,f +jAt c Aj, 1 <j < r 
by condition (1). For 1 < s < t Q r, both (f(A,), . . . ,f(A,)) and (f(A,), 
f(&l), ... ,f(Al),f(A,), . . . ,f(A,)) are paths in G connecting i, and i,+ 1. By condi- 
tion (2), (r):=,Ai)U((li= 1Air\fil=,Ai) C E,,i,+, E z-‘. 
Conversely, suppose {A,, . . . , A,} c X- ', n:=l,ti jA, c Aj for 1 <j < r, 
and (r):=sAi)u(nS=lAinr)f=,Ai) E 8-i for 1 < s < t < r, r k 3. Denote 
X-l -{A,, . . . ,A,} = {A,+l, . . . ,AIXml,}. Letf:X-lH(rIJYZ-‘I) be defined by 
{ 
{i, i + l} if 1 < i d r - 1, 
fCAi) = {r, l} if i = r, 
{i-l,i} if r+ 1 <i<<X-‘I. 
It is easy to see thatfis a good injective mapping, so s(X) < IX-‘l. 0 
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We can now establish the following two theorems, which are based on Theorem 1. 
They are slight improvements of earlier results contained in [6]. 
Theorem 2. For 
Proof. Let 
then 
x-’ = I;ll ( j= {Ku{n + l}: KEX;;‘}UX;~_ 
Denote 
By Theorem 1, there exists good injective mappings 
Define 
as follows: 
f(Ku{n + l}) =f,(K) if K E XX;’ 
,f(K) =fz(K) if KEXX;~. 
It is easy to see thatfis good. By Theorem 1, s(X) G m1 + m2 - 1, i.e., 
s((:;r;))“s((~))+s((k~l))-’ 
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Denote 
= m. 
There exists a good injective mapping g : AC- ’ H (2). Let g2 : X; 1 H ($“) be defined by 
g2=~~~~~andg~:~;‘~(I~)bedefinedbygl(K)=g(Ku{n+l})forallK~~X;’. 
Then gl and g2 are good. So s(,X,) < m, s(X,) < m If s(K,) = m, by Remark 1, 
G1 = (I,, gl(.X; ‘)) is a connected graph. For an {i,j} E g2(X;1) - gl(X;‘), 
takeaKE%;’ such that gz(K) = {i,j>. SupposeP = (gl(Kl), gl(K2), . . . , gl(K,)) is 
a path in Gl connecting i and j, then (g(Klu{n + l}), g(K,u{n + l>), . . . , g(K,u 
{n + l}), g(K)) is a circuit in G. But nizl(Kiu{n + l}) $ K, a contradiction, so 
$47,) < m, i.e. 
Corollary 4. For all n > I+ 1, 12 2, we have 
Proof. For 
So we need only consider n > I+ 2. For I= 2, n 2 4, 
Similarly, 
s((:_;))-s((:I>))<n-3, . . ..s((.))-s((y))<Z. 
so 
Suppose 
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for some 13 2 and each n > 1+ 2. Then for each 
Similarly, 
n-l 
= l+l ( > + 1. 
By induction, for any 
n>l+2.1b2,(n~l)<(n~1)+ 1. 0 
Theorem 3. 1 + max{s(xi), s(3Cz)} d s(-X, x x2) < s(,X,) + s(,X,) - 1 
Proof. The fact s(%Cr x x2) 6 s(,X,) + s(,X,) - 1 is already proved in [6]. But by 
using Theorem 1, we can give a simpler proof. 
(3Yi x zCz)-’ = {KuX2: K E 37x;‘}u{X1uL: L E i7Ti1). Let s(,X,) = ml, 
s(,X,) = m2, then there exist good injective mappings5 : Xc7 ’ ++(I$), i = 1,2, where 
1;, = I,, , Z& = {ml, . . . , m, + m2 - l}. Define 
f: (Jr, x ,x2)-l H zmL+;2-1 ( 1 
as follows: for K E 37; ’ ,f(KuX,) =,fl(K), for L E 5fC;‘,f(XluL) =f,(L). It is easy 
to see that fis good. So s(,X, x x2) d ml + m2 - 1. 
Now let s(,X, x x2) = m. Assume y :(,X, x ,X,)-l ~(1;) is good. For each 
K~~~1,letgl(K)=g(KuX2),thenglisgood.Sowehavemldm.Ifml=m,by 
Remark 1, Gl = (I,, gl(%X;‘)) is connected. For an (i,j} Eg((xl x,X,)-‘) - gl(s; ‘), 
there exists a path P in Gl connecting i and j, P = (gl(Kl), . . . , gl(K,)), where Y 3 2. 
Thus (g(K,uX,), . . . , g(K,uX2), g(K)) is a circuit in G = (I,, G(xl x .X,)-l). 
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Here g(K) = {i,j}, K = X1uL, L E $$?;I. But nr=1(KinX,) $ X~UL, a con- 
tradiction. So ml + 1 d m. By the same argument, m2 + 1 d m. We obtain 
1 + max(m,, m2} d m. 0 
As applications of the preceding theorems, we present two examples. 
Example 1. s = 6 
Proof. Let X = {a, b, c, d, e}. There exists a good injective mapping J-9-l ~(2). 
The graph G = (1&(,%-r)) with A E x-’ written on edgef(A) is as in Fig. 1. 
The matrix M corresponding to G is 
M= 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 2 2 1 2 
3 2 3 1 1 
2 4 2 1 1 
2 2 1 5 1 
1 2 1 6 6 
so s((t)) < 6. On the other hand, if s((‘;)) = 5, there would be a good bijective 
mapping f: %-‘~(2). Suppose (f(Al),f(AZ),f(As)) is a triangle in 
G = (15,f(%‘-l)) = K,. IfAlnAz = 8, thenfromA,nA, c AZ,A2nA3 c A,, weget 
A3n(AZuAl) = 0, IA31 < 1. This is impossible. So IAlnA21 = 1. But for Al = {a, b}, 
& = (c, 4, Aln& = 8. So.f(AIM&) are not co-triangle. Assumef(A,) = (1,2), 
f(&) = (394). BY similar reasoning, let A2 = {c, e], A’; = {d, e]. Then it follows that 
{f(&),f(&)} = {{3,5}, {4,5}}, (f(~M(&),f(~~)) is a triangle in G. But 
A2nA; yt A;, a contradiction. So ~((2)) 3 6, i.e., s((2)) = 6. 0 
Example 2. 8 < s(f46)) d 11. 
Proof. ~((2)) d 11 is already given in Corollary 4. Let X = {a, b, c, 4 e,f}. If 





Fig. 1. Graphs of Example 1 (left) and Example 2 (right). 
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(~(AI),~(AzM&)) is a triangle in G = (17,f((;))), then we must have 
AlnAz = A2nA3 = A3nA1, (AlnA2j = 2. So, without loss of generality, we 
can assume f({a, b, c}) = {1,2},f’({a, b, d)) = {2,3},f({a, b, e}) = (L3) and 
f(A) # ($6) for any A E (<). Then we have ,f({a, c, e}) = (1,7}, (or 
f({b, c, e}) = (L7)). ThusA{ a, G d}) = {2,7},f({a, d, e>) = {3,7},f({c, d, e}) = {6,7\,, 
f({b, c, e}) = (1,6},f({b, c, d}) = {2,6},f({b, d, e}) = {3,6}. Thenf(A) = {3,43 for 
any A will cause a contradiction. So ~((2)) 3 8. 0 
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